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Introduction

 Past: safe unlicensed use has always required careful frequency planning

 Future: unlicensed radios will need individual frequency coordination.
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Early Unlicensed 

 1935: FCC opens for business

 1938: FCC adopts rules for unlicensed devices
 set (very low) power limits

 FCC tested device for compliance

 FCC issued certificate of  compliance

 First known application: 
 transmitting from phonograph 

to nearby AM radio

 both devices shared radio’s 
audio amplifier and speaker.
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Early Unlicensed Frequency Planning

1. Tune receiver to unused frequency 

2. Tune transmitter until receiver detects it.
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Growth of  Unlicensed

 1948: FCC established Part 15 to regulate unlicensed devices
 formalized FCC testing and certification

 1970s: appearance of  low-cost RF transistors
 garage door openers, remote control toys, early cordless phones …

• low power

• short range

• poor performance

• low reliability

 allowed only in non-critical bands.
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Part 15 Reorganization

 1970s and 80s: each application had its own Part 15 rule section
 applications grew rapidly

 but every new application required a rulemaking 

 1989: FCC reorganized rules around frequency bands and power limits
 allowable power in each band set to protect incumbents

• no Part 15 operation in 69 sensitive bands

 new applications needed only to comply with technical rules

 FCC later added more options (e.g., ultra-wideband, 57-74 GHz)

 Part 15 became fertile ground for innovation.
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1985: FCC Adopts Spread Spectrum Rules

 Conventional radio: each transmitter has its own frequency or channel
 channels kept narrow for spectrum efficiency

 nearby transmitters on the same frequency 
cause interference

 Spread spectrum:
 channels much wider than needed for payload

• makes signals resistant to interference

• multiple users can share the same channel

 led to Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, RFID, many proprietary 
protocols.

Modern 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
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Early Spread Spectrum – Frequencies & Power

 Universal response to 1981 Notice of  Inquiry: “NOT IN MY BAND!”

 1985: FCC authorized spread spectrum in three ISM / amateur bands 
 902-928, 2400-2483.5, 5725-5850 MHz

 Allowed much higher power than other unlicensed
 +36 dBm EIRP (vs. -41.3 dBm in most other bands)

 First time unlicensed radio had useful power and bandwidth.
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Early Spread Spectrum – Modulations

 Initially authorized two modulations:
1. Frequency Hopping

• co-invented by actress Hedy Lamarr (1942)

• Bluetooth, RFID, more

2. Direct Sequence
• Wi-Fi, ZigBee, much more.

Inventor Hedy Lamarr and a page 
from her patent application 
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Evolution of  2.4 GHz Frequency Hopping 

 1985: required 75 channels up to 1 MHz wide

 1996: FCC rejected a proposal to allow systems with 20 channels 5 MHz wide
 foresaw little benefit

 cited threat of  increased interference

 2000: FCC authorized “Home RF” protocol with 15 channels up to 5 MHz wide
 foresaw great benefit

 “opponents greatly overstate the risk of  interference”

 little used.
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Evolution of  Direct Sequence

 1997: IEEE adopts first 802.11 standard (later called 
Wi-Fi)

 1997: FCC raised throughout to 11 Mbps (at 2.4 GHz)
 adequate for dial-up Internet

 became IEEE 802.11b

 1999: “Wi-Fi” trademark introduced.
802.11b Wi-Fi 
Access Point

 1990: FCC capped throughput at 2 Mbps (at 2.4 GHz)
 purpose: promote resistance to interference
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Transition to “Digital Modulation”

 Wi-Fi quickly became widespread in homes, 
businesses, public places.

Modern  Wi-Fi 
Access Point

 2002: FCC eliminated speed limits
 allowed any digital modulation

 allowed IEEE 802.11g (and all later Wi-Fi standards)
• just in time for broadband Internet
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Today Part 15 Radios are Ubiquitous

 Airport body scanners, asset tracking, Bluetooth, building access, cash 
register systems, cell-phone earpieces, cordless phones, doorbell monitors, 
drones, E-ZPass, garage door openers, ground-penetrating radar, 
headphones, household remote controls, industrial controls, intercoms, 
inventory control, medical imaging, meter reading, model aircraft, motion 
detectors, nursery monitors, perimeter security, rail car inventory, remote 
control toys, remote vehicle entry, RFID, security cameras, smart watches, 
tracking devices, vehicle radar, Wi-Fi, wireless Internet service, wireless 
microphones, ZigBee … much more

 Once the exception, now these vastly outnumber licensed transmitters.
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Part 15 Legal Status

 Communications Act, Section 301, requires a license to “use or operate 
any apparatus for the transmission of  energy or communications or 
signals by radio”
 no exceptions

 How can Part 15 unlicensed operation be legal? 

 When challenged, the FCC said:
1. Sec. 301 does not bar unlicensed devices that do not cause harmful 

interference to licensed services

2. Part 15 does not create the problem Sec. 301 was enacted to solve

3. Congress was aware of  Part 15  and did not object.
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Part 15 Legal Status – Resolved

 Amateur radio group appealed FCC decision allowing unlicensed Broadband-
over-Power-Line
 claimed BPL caused interference to licensed amateur radio

 therefore BPL unlawful under Sec. 301 

 D.C. federal appeals court:
 FCC can authorize unlicensed devices where it has determined the devices 

will not cause harmful interference to licensed services. ARRL v. FCC, 524 F.3d 
227, 234-35 (D.C. Cir. 2008)

• retroactively upheld the FCC’s long-standing justification for Part 15.
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Next Phase: Unlicensed But Individually Coordinated

 Fast-growing demand for unlicensed spectrum
 no more non-critical spectrum (vacant, ISM, amateur, etc.) with good 

propagation

 Solution: add unlicensed users to occupied bands and protect the 
incumbents

 Cases so far:
1. 5 GHz U-NII in weather radar bands

2. TV white space 

3. unlicensed RLANs in 6 GHz Fixed Service bands (proposed).
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5 GHz U-NII

 Authorized at 5.15-5.25, 5.25-5.35, 5.47-5.725, 5.725-5.85 GHz

 Middle two bands used by 47 airport weather radars
 U-NII devices must sense and avoid radars

 technical rules took years to work out

 dozens of  enforcement proceedings

 but working well for the past few years.

5 GHz U-NII 
Antenna

weather radars
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TV White Space 

 Allows unlicensed devices in vacant TV channels
 must protect TV stations, wireless microphones, more

 Devices must self-locate and check database of  available channels
 at low power, instead can sense and avoid TV signals

 Little use in the USA
 DTV and incentive auction TV band repacks left few vacant channels

 ten years after rules adopted, still no mobile devices certified

 only one database administrator today (down from ten)

 Regulatory activity continues
 rules updated in March 2019

 Microsoft seeking relaxation of  the rules.
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Unlicensed at 6 GHz

 Proposal for unlicensed Wi-Fi-like “RLANs” at 5925-
7125 MHz
 1 billion RLANs projected

 Incumbents:
 96,604 Fixed Service (FS) links:

• railroads, pipelines, water & electric utilities; 
public safety; business uses

• 99.999% or 99.9999% reliability

 fixed and mobile broadcast auxiliary.

6 GHz FS Antennas
Photo: George Kizer
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Unlicensed at 6 GHz – 2

 FCC proposal: put  RLANs under control of  Automated Frequency 
Coordination (AFC)
 RLAN reports its location to AFC

 AFC checks whether RLAN is within an FS receiver antenna pattern

 if  so, assigns frequencies the FS receiver is not using

 Concept has never been tried
 far more complex than TV White Space 

 failure will risk outages of  safety-critical FS links.
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Unlicensed at 6 GHz – Ongoing Disputes

1. RLAN interests seek to operate with no AFC control:
• 30 dBm indoor

• 14 dBm outdoor

 calculations show near-certain interference

2. RLAN interests claim that low probability of  interference is adequate
 fail to account for very large numbers of  RLANs

• low probabilities per RLAN become certainties over many RLANs

 safety-critical FS applications need near-absolute protection

… (cont’d)
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Unlicensed at 6 GHz – Ongoing Disputes (cont’d)

3. RLAN interests’ calculations assume high levels of  clutter 
 dismiss line-of-sight to FS receivers as unlikely “corner cases”

 these are inevitable with 1 billion RLANs operating

4. RLAN interests argue that FS fade margin and adaptive modulation will 
make any interference harmless

5. Other disputes: interference criterion, adjacent-channel interference, FS 
database, vertical RLAN location, RLANs in vehicles, point-to-point and 
point-to-multipoint RLANs, more

 Issues are becoming political as well as technical.
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Conclusion

 Unlicensed radios have evolved from novelties to essentials

 Growth of  unlicensed usage triggers use of  occupied spectrum

 Individual frequency coordination needed to protect incumbents

 Conflicting demands on the FCC: opening spectrum to innovation versus
reliable existing services.
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Thank you!

Mitchell Lazarus | 703-812-0440 | lazarus@fhhlaw.com 


